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Nonlinear Optics, Third EditionAcademic Press, 2008
Nonlinear optics is the study of the interaction of intense laser light with matter. The third edition of this textbook has been rewritten to conform to the standard SI system of units and includes comprehensively updated material on the latest developments in the field.

The book presents an introduction to the entire field of optical...
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The Physics of Interstellar Dust (Series in Astronomy and Astrophysics)Taylor & Francis, 2002
All of the material is presented clearly and concisely.
 - Tom Hartquist in A&G

It is by far the most comprehensive, detailed, and in depth work ever published on this subject. The book derives all of the relevant physics for interstellar dust from first principles. It includes all of the necessary physics of dust grains,...
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Bayesian Approach to Inverse ProblemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Many scientific, medical or engineering problems raise the issue of recovering some physical quantities from indirect measurements; for instance, detecting or quantifying flaws or cracks within a material from acoustic or electromagnetic measurements at its surface is an essential problem of non-destructive evaluation. The concept of inverse...
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The Universe: A View from Classical and Quantum GravityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Written by a well-known author in the field, this book presents a modern understanding of the universe based on relativity, quantum physics and their elusive combination. It introduces the crucial theoretical ingredients in an accessible way, starting from the physics of Newton and developing subsequent theories all the way to the modern...
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The Story of SpinUniversity of Chicago Press, 1998
All atomic particles have a particular "spin," analogous to the earth's rotation on its axis. The quantum mechanical reality underlying spin is complex and still poorly understood. Sin-itiro Tomonaga's The Story of Spin remains the most complete and accessible treatment of spin, and is now available in English translation....
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The Cambridge Double Star AtlasCambridge University Press, 2009
This magnificent atlas contains the most attractive and interesting double and multiple stars for viewing with binoculars and telescopes. It is a must-have for stargazers who want to explore these fascinating objects. The first modern star atlas devoted to double and multiple stars, it plots over 2,000 selected pairs of stars, each labeled with...
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Mars, A Cosmic Stepping Stone: Uncovering Humanity's Cosmic ContextSpringer, 2008
The questions of our origin and cosmic abundance of life are among the most compelling facing humanity. We have determined much about the nature and origin of the Universe and our place in it, but with virtually all evidence of our origin long since gone from our world and an unimaginably vast Universe still to explore, defining answers are...
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Radio Engineering for Wireless Communication and Sensor Applications (Artech House Mobile Communications Series)Artech House Publishers, 2003
The word radio means techniques that are used in transmitting and receiving information or power in the atmosphere or free space, or in transmission lines utilizing electromagnetic waves—so-called radio waves—but also the equipment needed therein.

This book provides the reader with the basics in radio engineering, the...
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The Facts on File Dictionary of Chemistry (Facts on File Science Dictionary)Facts on File, 2005

	This dictionary is one of a series designed for use in schools. It is intended for students of chemistry, but we hope that it will also be helpful to other science students and to anyone interested in science. Facts On File also publishes dictionaries in a variety of disciplines, including biology, physics, mathematics, forensic science,...
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Dictionary of Geophysics, Astrophysics, and Astronomy (Comprehensive Dictionary of Physics)CRC Press, 2001
-CHOICE Magazine, January 2002

Promo Copy

Winner of the CHOICE Outstanding Academic Title Award for 2002!     

       The Dictionary of Geophysics, Astrophysics, and Astronomy provides a lexicon of terminology covering fields such as astronomy, astrophysics, cosmology, relativity, geophysics, meteorology, Newtonian...
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Connecting Quarks with the Cosmos: Eleven Science Questions for the New CenturyNational Academy Press, 2003
This report is the result of a study encompassing astrophysical phenomena that give insight into fundamental physics, as well as fundamental physics relevant to understanding astrophysical phenomena, and the structure and evolution of the universe. Includes color illustrations. Softcover.      

The fall 1999 meeting of the National...
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Visual Lunar and Planetary Astronomy (The Patrick Moore Practical Astronomy Series)Springer, 2013

	With the advent of CCDs and webcams, the focus of amateur astronomy has to some extent shifted from science to art. Visual work in astronomy has a rich history. Today, imaging is now more prominent. However there is still much for the visual amateur astronomer to do, and visual work is still a valid component of amateur astronomy. Paul...
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